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Abstract

Background: Accurate symptom assessment remains challenging in teen populations. Little is known of usual symptom/response patterns, and self-reported paper diaries have traditionally low compliance rates. Therefore, we used concurrent digital voice-diaries to capture daily asthma experiences.

Objective: (1) To qualitatively explore usual symptom patterns and self-management responses; and (2) to quantitatively explore relationships between symptom severity and sentiment scores (a marker of emotional response to events).

Methods: Fourteen minority and non-minority teenagers (age 13-17) with controlled (50%) and uncontrolled asthma used digital recorders to report about their asthma once daily over 14 days. Dairy entries were coded for symptom frequency, severity, type, and self-management responses, while sentiment analysis was used to evaluate the emotional valence of diary entries and to explore whether increased symptom levels correlated with greater negative sentiment.

Results: Symptom frequency and severity recorded in voice-diaries was much higher than teens indicated at baseline, and was discordant with clinical assessments of asthma control. Of 175 entries, teens had symptoms 69.1% of days (121/175) and severe symptoms on one-third of these. Atypical symptoms (coughing, throat-clearing) were reported twice as often as traditional symptoms (wheezing, chest tightness), and often not recognized as asthma, but rather attributed to being "sick" (25.6% of symptom days). Teens frequently minimized symptoms, used rescue and controller medication inconsistently, and resorted to alternative strategies to manage symptoms. Sentiment was not significantly correlated with assessed control ($\beta=0.14$, $p=0.28$), but for teens reporting severe symptoms, sentiment scores decreased by 0.31 relative to teens without symptoms ($P=0.006$).
Conclusions & Clinical Relevance: Teens may minimize symptoms and have greater symptom frequency and severity than is recognized by themselves or providers. Screening for specific symptoms including coughing, throat-clearing, and respiratory illness may be needed to identify those experiencing burden from asthma.
Introduction

Accurate symptom assessment remains an ongoing challenge for clinical asthma management. In most healthcare settings, diagnosis of asthma severity and control is largely reliant on self-reported symptom levels [1]. When patients do not report symptoms accurately, clinical assessment is hindered, and providers may not prescribe sufficient controller therapy. Inadequate treatment translates to uncontrolled disease, which is associated with poor health outcomes, decreased quality of life, and negative psychological states (e.g. depression and anxiety) [2, 3].

Teenagers are particularly at risk in this respect, as they often overlook and under-report symptoms and have poorer asthma control than older and younger individuals [4, 5]. Compared to individuals with better asthma management, they are sick more often, less physically active, and experience higher rates of anxiety and depression [6]. Thus, there is a clear need to improve symptom recognition in this population as a means to achieving better outcomes [7]. Most interventions targeting self-monitoring have met with little or indeterminate success, which is often attributed to adolescent cognitive immaturity, forgetfulness, or lack of interest [8-10]. Yet, it may be that inability to modify teen’s self-monitoring practices is partially attributable to insufficient understanding of the root causes of their behavior [11]. Developing a better understanding of existing symptom patterns and how these are perceived by teens may therefore be a necessary step in addressing this important clinical issue.

Thus, as part of a broader qualitative study (Teens Experiences of Asthma Study) [12, 13] we used voice-diaries to prospectively explore asthma symptoms, self-management responses, and emotional perceptions of asthma-related events. Specifically, we asked teens to report on their symptoms using daily voice-dairies, as a means to both track symptom patterns and provide
insight regarding perceptions of events and responses. The objective of this exploratory study was to: (1) qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate self-reported symptom patterns and responses to symptoms; and (2) assess whether the emotional valence of narratives (an established marker of affective state and situational emotional response) corresponded with symptom levels [14]. Because lower sentiment scores typically correlate with more negative experiences [15], it was hypothesized that as asthma symptoms increased sentiment scores would correspondingly decrease.
**Methods**

*Participants, setting, sample.* Teens (n=14) living in upstate NY were recruited from the community, prior study participants, Pulmonary Department, and Emergency Department (ED, using word-of-mouth referrals, study lists, and daily clinic rosters. Participants were contacted by phone (community, prior study) or in person during healthcare visits (Pulmonary Department, ED). Participants were purposefully sampled for equal representation of minority/non-minority racial status and controlled/uncontrolled asthma. Final sample size was determined by data saturation, and further sampling was stopped when no new information was elicited during face-to-face interviews in the parent study [12]. Eligible teens were: 13-17 years old, English-speaking, with persistent asthma by EPR-3 criteria [16]. Individuals with potentially confounding cardiac or respiratory co-morbidities were proposed for exclusion, however none of the teens had these co-morbidities.

*Data collection.* Data collection occurred over the course of 1 year, from May 2014 to March 2015, in participant's homes. Baseline asthma information (retrospective symptom frequency, medications, clinical assessment of severity and control), and demographic data (age, gender, race/ethnicity, income, insurance) were collected via brief structured survey. Teens were given small hand-held digital recorders, and asked to describe their daily asthma experiences and self-management behaviors daily for 14 days. They were encouraged to talk about *anything* relating to asthma that was important to them, but were also provided with diary guidelines that included prompts such as “Tell me about your asthma symptoms; Describe as much as you can; What do you think or feel about it?; What did you do or not do to handle your asthma? Tell me about the medications you are taking; What made you decide to take medication?” [12] Daily reminders were sent via text-message to each teen (or their parent), excluding two participants
whose family did not have reliable cell-phone access. Most participants were newly acquainted with the researcher (Caucasian, female); two were marginally acquainted via prior community events. Participants received $30 upon pick-up of the recorder, regardless of number of entries they recorded.

Data analysis. Fourteen voice-diaries (180 total entries) were collected and transcribed. Mixed qualitative and quantitative analytic techniques were used. First, we used qualitative content analysis, where each entry was specifically coded for: (a) presence or absence of symptoms, (b) severity of symptoms, (c) types of symptoms reported, and (d) types of responses to symptoms [17, 18]. As with traditional paper diaries, verbal diary entries that had any evidence of active (same-day) symptoms were coded as a symptom positive day (mild/moderate or severe). Frequencies (e.g. number of symptom positive days; number of days with specific symptoms) and percentages (number of symptom positive days/total number of days) were calculated. As defined by the Cleveland Clinic, mild to moderate symptoms included chest-tightness, wheezing, shortness of breath, coughing and repetitive throat clearing; Severe asthma symptoms included wheezing with inspiration and expiration, coughing that does not stop, inability to catch breath, chest pain or pressure, trouble talking in sentences, inability to exhale fully, feelings of anxiety/panic, or symptoms persisting throughout the day [19].

Sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis techniques were used to explore the emotional valence of diary entries, to better understand how teens felt about the symptoms and experiences they reported [14]. Sentiment analysis is the use of machine-learning methods to characterize the sentiment content of text, often as positive or negative. Complete diary entries (including all words) were used for the analysis. Emotional valence (a quantitative indicator of affective/emotional state) was determined by quantifying the use of negative/positive and neutral
emotion words and phrases in an individual diary entry [20]. The Text Analytics API for sentiment analysis (Microsoft Cognitive Services) was used for the analysis, which for each diary entry returned a value in the interval [0,1], with 0 being the most negative and 1 the most positive. Higher proportionate use of negative words (e.g. *bad*, *dislike*, *difficult*, *hard*) would typically result in a lower sentiment score, whereas positive words (e.g. *like*, *happy*, *good*) would result in a higher score; a score of 0.5 is essentially neutral or objective. In practice, Text Analytics sentiment analysis employs a model trained on text already labeled for sentiment; this is a more flexible approach than simpler dictionary-based sentiment analysis, because it more effectively accounts for the context of words, e.g. *like* or *just* as filler words. Sentiment score summary statistics were compiled (median and IQR, mean ± standard deviation) for each diary entry, and linear mixed-effects modeling was used to determine whether sentiment changed over time, or based on age, race, gender, symptom severity, and asthma control.

This study was supported by the National Institute of Nursing Research of the National Institutes of Health (F31NR014952) and Sigma Theta Tau Nursing Honor Society. The study was reviewed by the University of Rochester Institutional Review Board and age-appropriate assent/consent obtained.
Results

Demographics

Average age for teens was 14.79 years (SD 1.48), with racial composition being White (42.9%), Black (28.6%), Multiracial (21.4%), and Hispanic/Latino (7.14%). Average household income was $60,000 (SD $39,170; range $10,000 to >$100,000), with half of families meeting low-income thresholds and having public insurance [21]. Clinical classification of baseline asthma severity was mild (21.4%), moderate (57.2%), and severe persistent (21.4%). Classification of asthma control based on self-reported symptom levels was 50% well controlled, 21.4% not-well-controlled, and 28.6% very poorly controlled, based on EPR-3 criteria (e.g. daytime symptoms, nocturnal wake up, activity limitations, and rescue medication use) [1]. By self-perception, half of the teens felt they had good asthma control, four felt it was acceptable, and only three (21.4%) felt their asthma was uncontrolled.

Diary Results

A total of 180 diary entries were recorded by 14 teens. Teens completed an average of 12.9 recordings out of 14 solicited (92.3% completion rate). Most participants (11/14; 78.6%) completed all 14 days. The two youngest African-American teenagers, who did not receive reminder text-messages due to lack of cellphone service, completed the fewest (3 to 5 entries). Some teens (4/14; 28.6%) spontaneously recorded additional days while waiting for the diary to be picked up (range 1-4 extra). On five days, recording was initiated but nothing recorded (i.e. background noise), leaving 175 entries with substantive data for analysis (97.2%).

Length of individual diary entries ranged from a few seconds to eight minutes (mean: 114 seconds; SD 114 seconds). Figure 1 shows the length of individual recordings in lines of
transcription. There was no observable pattern of quality or quantity attributable to age, sex, ethnicity, severity, or control. Most teens recorded detailed descriptions of their daily asthma experiences, including type, frequency, and severity of symptoms, triggering events, situational assessments, self-management responses, and personal thoughts and feelings. For example:

**T13 (13y/F):** Today is the first day that I’m off my prednisone and I feel short of breath. … I’m like trapped...it hurts, [and] in gym I constantly had to go off and take my inhaler, but I did it in the locker so nobody would see me. … I feel uncomfortable taking [prednisone] because I know it’s a steroid…but when I was on the prednisone I was safe … I took the Flovent today, but it didn’t really help. So I kinda got frustrated… its changed the way I think of everything. Because now I realize that I need the prednisone more than the Flovent… I can rely on it more [and] I was able to do more things without worrying about having asthma attacks.

**Symptoms**

Baseline retrospective assessment of asthma control (EPR-3) did not corresponded well with the frequency of symptoms reported prospectively in daily diaries (**Figure 1**). A total of 121 of 175 diary days were found to be symptom positive (69.1%). Of these, 81 (65.9%) were mild to moderate while the other 40 (33.1%) classified as severe. On 23 of the 121 symptom positive days (19%), teens reported that they had no symptoms despite clear evidence of audible wheezing or coughing on recording (9/14 teens). Symptom patterns and severity for the two-week diary period are graphically displayed in **Figure 1** by cell color, with mild to moderate symptom days in light grey and severe symptom days in dark grey. The following quotes illustrate mild/moderate versus severe symptoms:
**T14 (13y/F):** Today, my asthma was okay… It's just in gym when I was exercising it was getting a little heavier to breathe … it feels like someone is sitting on my um chest and I can't breathe *(mild-moderate symptoms)*

**T15 (15y/M):** … when I woke up my asthma was very bad. … I took my inhaler and I was lightheaded right from the beginning … I came upstairs and I had to sit down, … all like fuzzy and stuff and feeling like I was sucking through a straw for air *(clears throat)* *(severe symptoms).*

Symptom misperception was commonly noted in diary entries. As seen in Table 1, this fell into two categories: minimizing versus not recognizing. *Minimizing* was evident when teens stated they had symptoms but indicated it wasn’t important or “not too bad” *(11/14 teens on 51/121 symptom positive days; 42.1%)*, whereas *not recognizing* occurred when teens stated that they had no asthma symptoms despite clear evidence of active symptoms *(23/121 symptom positive days; 19%)*. This is seen in the following excerpts:

**T09 (16y/M):** If I breathe out I can hear wheezing … but the symptoms aren’t too bad *(minimizing)*

**T10 (14y/F):** Nothing really new, um I have a small like congestion cough but … I’m not really worried and I don’t think it’s my asthma either… I haven’t had any problems lately… so I’m pretty good. *(not recognizing)*

In their diaries, teens mentioned both present and prior symptoms, and often referred to the same symptoms repetitively within a single entry. Therefore, symptom frequency was quantified as both the total *instances* each symptom was mentioned *(present, prior, and repeated)* and total number of *days* a given symptom was actively present. For example:
**T02 (16y/F):** If I have asthma symptoms I try to acknowledge them early. My symptoms are usually coughing and wheezing, and I get really short of breath. *(prior symptoms)*

**T05 (15y/M):** I woke up with asthma symptoms this morning and I had a smoky feeling and now I’ve been coughing … it’s been consistent and I keep coughing. *(active symptoms; two instances of coughing mentioned on one day)*

While all teens talked generally about having symptoms and trouble breathing (e.g. "hard to breathe," "breathing problem"), coughing was mentioned more than twice as often as any other specific symptom (n=102; 11/14 teens). Other common symptoms, by order of frequency *(Table 2)* were throat clearing (n=64; 8/14 teens) chest tightness (n=50; 9/14 teens), wheezing (n=39; 8/14 teens), shortness-of-breath (n=36; 9/14 teens), tiredness (n=15; 4/14 teens), and chest pain (n=11; 4/14 teens). Notably, nearly half of teens (6/14; 42.8%) did not relate coughing to asthma, but attributed it to having a cold (25.6% of symptom days; 17.7% of all days). As one girl explained:

**T06 (14y/F):** [I'm] coughing ‘cause I’m sick…just like having a cold…I feel like I’m doing okay breathing, just the cold is affecting me a little bit. *(Audible wheezing on recording)*

**T01 (14y/F):** For a whole week I’ve been sick but the doctors think it’s my asthma

**Symptom management behaviors**

*Controller medication.* Ten of the 14 teens (all with persistent asthma) reported taking controller medications (80/175 days; 45.7% of the time). Two teens were not prescribed controller medications; two were prescribed controller medications but never mentioned them.
Rescue medication. Teens used rescue medication less than half of the days on which they reported having symptoms (52/121; 43.0%). Some did not take rescue medication even when symptoms were severe (15/40 severe symptom days; 37.5%). Participants indicated they did not use their inhaler at times because symptoms were not bad enough (27/121 days; 21.3%), or they did not have an accessible inhaler (11/121 days; 9.1%). Symptoms were triggered or exacerbated by exercise on 34.7% of symptom days (42/121), but few teens preemptively took rescue medication (9 instances).

Other. Alternative symptom management strategies included taking cold or allergy medications (28/121 days), activity reduction (21/121 days), getting a drink (17/121 days), using breathing control (7/121 days), and taking a shower (5/121). Avoidance of triggers (e.g. cold air) was also mentioned (22/175 days).

Sentiment Analysis

Overall, the sentiment (i.e. the positive/negative emotional tone of the diary entries) of individual teen participants was stable, and did not increase or decrease significantly over the two weeks of study participation. Average sentiment for all diary entries was near neutral (0.578; SD 0.46), indicating neither strong negative nor positive emotional valence. All teens reported some level of asthma symptoms, from 1.3 up to 7 days per week. However, sentiment was not significantly correlated with baseline EPR-3 clinical asthma control (β=0.14, p=0.28). As hypothesized, teens who reported severe symptoms produced diary entries whose sentiment was significantly more negative than entries of teens who reported no symptoms (Table 3; 40 severe symptom days vs. 52 symptom-free days; β=−0.31, p=0.006). However, there was no statistically significant difference in sentiment between participants with mild/moderate
symptoms and participants without symptoms (81 vs 52 days respectively; \(\beta = -0.09, p=0.34\)).

There was also no significant difference in average sentiment (all days with or without symptoms) between teens who reported severe symptoms and those reporting only mild to moderate symptoms. As shown in Table 3, there were no other significant differences in sentiment by age, gender, race, or sex.
Discussion

This is the first study to use longitudinal voice diaries to explore patterns of symptoms and self-management responses in teens with asthma. Most teens in our sample perceived themselves as having controlled asthma despite regular and sometimes severe symptoms. In conjunction with prior research, this suggests that teens may not only misrepresent how often symptoms occur [22], but also how severe symptoms are. Our data suggest that symptom misperception may be a key factor in under-reporting [4, 23], with two conceptually distinct underlying reasons: minimizing (i.e. aware, but believing it not too bad), and not recognizing (either perceptually unaware or not recognizing a symptom as being due to asthma). While teens sometimes failed to recognize symptoms (e.g. coughing), they more often downplayed the experience. Thus, an important step in changing reporting patterns may be modifying awareness of the range of asthma symptoms and addressing beliefs about the potential importance of these symptoms [10, 24, 25].

In particular, our data highlight the need to screen for coughing and respiratory illness as a possible sign of uncontrolled asthma. Coughing and throat clearing (a cough variant) were the most commonly overlooked asthma symptoms in this sample [26, 27]. In fact, coughing was mentioned more than classically recognized asthma symptoms (e.g. tightness and wheezing). We further found that teens identified "being sick" a disproportionately high percentage of days (17%), which has not been previously noted in the literature. These rates of illness are markedly in excess of what would be expected. In general, incidence of the common cold ranges from 5 to 7 episodes per year (mean duration 7 days) in preschool children and decreasing to 2-3 episodes per year at maturity [28, 29]. Thus a teenager might be expected to experience 3-4 episodes a year, and cold symptoms less than 8% of the time. While it is impossible to determine
retrospectively whether the high frequency of cough and cold symptoms was indeed due to asthma, illness, allergic rhinitis or otherwise, the discrepancy between self-reported versus expected rates of illness raises suspicions that excessive reports of coughing/illness might be attributable to asthma, either as a result of symptom misperception or true increased frequency of illness stemming from uncontrolled disease. In either case, increasing the dose of controller medication in response to recurrent illness episodes is likely to promote better asthma control, and further research on illness patterns in this population may be warranted.

It is also worth noting that while all teens in this study had persistent asthma, they reported using controller medication less than half of days, and rescue medication less than half of instances where they had symptoms. Due to the unstructured nature of the diaries, it is unclear whether teens were not using medication the remainder of the time, or whether they did not feel it was important enough to mention. Either explanation is concerning, as necessity beliefs and personal priorities are a basis for self-management behaviors [30-32]. Clinicians may want to consider asking about patterns of medication use and reasons for using or not using medications when attempting to address issues of medication adherence.

We believe this is the first study to examine sentiment in relation to asthma control and symptom severity. In our small sample, narratives about asthma were generally neutral to marginally positive. As expected, there was a highly significant correlation between negative sentiment and severe symptoms, however this was not the case for mild or moderate symptoms. This is somewhat surprising, and raises the question as to whether teens are not bothered by milder symptoms (i.e. becoming used to symptoms), or whether our sample size was too small to detect more subtle variations in sentiment related to milder symptoms. These exploratory findings should be interpreted with caution, but may point to sentiment analysis as another
possible means for evaluating high levels of symptom severity. Given that prior research has shown strong correlation between sentiment scores and anxiety/depression [33, 34], as well as transient negative experiences [35], it may be worthwhile to further explore the relationship between symptom perception, sentiment, and general affective state.

This is also the first study to use voice-diaries to capture asthma-related experiences over time. Written symptom diaries and journals have been used for decades as a means of estimating symptom levels for both epidemiologic and instrument validation purposes [36-39]. Albeit useful in reducing recall bias, paper diary methods are limited by absolute reliance on an individual's ability to recognize and accurately report symptoms [38]. Yet, if teens fail to recognize symptoms, they may not be able to accurately quantifying them using this method [12, 27, 40]. Additionally, paper diaries have traditionally low compliance rates (e.g. 30%), whereas the two-week voice-diary completion rate in this study was greater than 92% [41]. Other advantages of voice-diary technique included ability to capture symptoms the individual was not aware of (e.g. coughing, colds), along with a wealth of fine detail (audible symptoms, descriptions of daily events) which served to paint an illuminating picture of the quality and quantity of symptoms, underlying thinking, perceptual patterns, and self-management responses to situations. Lastly, because of the largely unconstrained format, individuals were able to prioritize what was most important to them, thereby offering a far more personalized picture. This type of knowledge may be useful in developing future strategies for self-management interventions. Thus, voice-diaries have potential to add needed qualitative insight to traditionally quantitative symptom monitoring methods, however, may be more time and resource intensive to analyze.
Limitations and future research. Generalizability of findings from this study are limited by the small sample size and non-random sampling strategies, as well as the unstructured nature of diary recordings. It is possible that participants did not report all symptoms or medication use, and frequency of both these items may therefore be higher than indicated by our data. Despite these limitations, we believe the high completion rate (>92%) and multiple data collection points over time greatly enhance the credibility of these findings. Further research may be useful to explore patterns of medication use, beliefs about asthma medication, patterns of respiratory illness and coughing in teens with asthma, and the broader utility of voice-diary methods for gathering data on symptom patterns and self-management approaches. Study replication with a larger sample of teens with diverse background and correlation of perceived/unrecognized symptoms and narrative sentiment with other key outcomes (e.g. FEV1, nitric oxide, or validated measures of asthma control and quality of life) would help to establish generalizability and validity of findings.

Conclusion

Teens appear to have higher symptom frequency than they report, and may be unaware of the severity of their asthma. This may be due to failure to recognize or minimizing the importance of symptoms. Careful assessment and education regarding specific symptoms may be necessary. Exploring emotional perceptions of asthma and asking about atypical symptoms such as coughing, respiratory illness, and throat symptoms should be considered during routine assessments to help identify those who may be experiencing physical and psychological burden from asthma.
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